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For cach ring R , let D1 (R) be the set of a l1 idcals of R, and by 

we dcfine Dn+l (R) to be the family of aIl rings which are ideals of 

in Dn(R) and let 

D(R)=UlDn(R) :n=l, 2, 3, ...... } 

induction, 
some nng 

A ring R is caIled an .,c -ring if D(R/ I) con tains a non -zero nilpoten t ring 

for each ideal 1 of R and I -:F R. We note that each nilpotent ring is an 

ι-ring， and every isomorphic image of an ..r; -ring is an ..r; -ring. 

THEOREM. A ring R is an ..r;-ring ~파 and only il R z's a Baer lower radical 

rzng. 

To prove the theorem, we summerize the facts we need [1]. Let @5 be a class 

of rings. We shall say that the ring R is an @5-서ng if R is in @5. An ideal ] 

of R will be called an @5-ideal if ] is an @5-rng. A ring which does not contain 

any non-zero @5-ideals will be called @5-semi-simple. We shalI calI @5 a radical 

þroperty if the following three conditions hold: 

(A) A homomorphic image of an @5-ring is an @5-ring. 

(B) Every ring R contains a largest @5-idcal S. 

(C) The quotient ring R/S is @5-semi-simple. 

LEMMA 1. A class @5 01 rings is a radz'cal property zf aηd only zf 

(A) A homomorPhic image 01 an @5-ring is an @5-ring 

(D) II every non-zero homomorPhic image 01 a ring R contains a ηon-zero 

@5-ideal, then R is aη @5-ring. 

LEMMA 2. The Baer lower radz'cal property 53 z's the lower radical þroperty 

determined by the class 01 all ηilpotent rz"ng, z'. e. , zf @5 is a radical property 

and every nilPoteηt ring is aη @5-ring then every 5}3-γψg z·s aη @5-ring. 

LEMMA 3. II R has no non-zero nilpotent ideals and C is an ideal 01 R then 

C has no non-zero nz"lpotent ideals. 

PROOF of THEOREM. First we shall show that ..r; is a radical property and 

since every nilpotent ring is ..r;-ring hence by LEMMA 2, every 5}3-ring is an 
.,t-ring. 
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If R is an .,t'-ring and 1 is any ideal of R. Consider the quotient ring R/I. 

and any proper ideal J / 1 of R/I. 

R/I!J/I르R/J 

!3y defintion, D(R/ J) contains a non-zero nilpotent ring, therefore D(R/ I! 
J/η contains a non-zero nilpotcnt ring and hencc R/I is an .,t'-ring. Since every 

homomorphic image of R is isomorphic with R/I for some 1, hcnce (A) foIIows. 

Suppose that evcry non-zero homomorphic image of R contains a non-zero 

ι-ideal， and let 1 be any ideal of R and I :F- R. Then R/I contains a non-zcro 

.,t'-idcal J/I. Now D(]/J) contains a non-zcro nilpotent ring and clearly D(]/I) 
cD(R/I), hence D(R/J) contains a non-zcro nilpotent ring. By definition 

of .,t' -ring, R is an .,t' -ring. This proves (D). By LEMMA 1, oc is a radical 

property. 
To show 。ιζ엉， let R be an oC-ring and let J be an ideal of R and I :F- R. 

Then D(R/J) contains a non-zero nilpotent ring J/I. By LEMMA 3, if R/I 

contains no non-zero nilpotent ideals then Dl (R/I) contains no non-zero nilpo. 

tcnt rings and by induction, DμR/I) contains no non-zero niIpotent rings and 

hence D(R/ J) contains no non-zero n iIpotent rings. This contradiction shows 

that R/I contains a non-zero n iIpotcnt ideal which is a 앙-ideaI. By (D) , R is 

a 엉-ring-
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